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POEMS FROM THE GRIMSTAD PERIOD 
 

A MISCELLANY 
from the years 1848, 1849 and 1850 

 
While still at Grimstad Ibsen put together this small collection of poems in the hope that it 
would be published.  He was, in the event, disappointed. 

 
RESIGNATION 

(1847) 
 Is the flash from soul�s dense darkness, 
 Breaking through the murk forlorn, 
 Flaring forth with lightning starkness 
 Merely for oblivion born? � 
 Were it vain, all my desiring, 
 Were my dream but fantasy, 
 I, denied the soul�s aspiring, 
 Cold and void my poesy! � 
 Then be mute, ye Intimations! � 
 If I cannot comprehend, � 
 Let me, in the ruck of nations, 
 Live forgotten, and so end! � � � 
 
 

BY THE SEA 
 

 Foam-surge a-wallow 
 With joy of the fray! 
 Who�s he that could follow? 
 Whence sheer you away? 
 Who�s he could restrain you 
 Your boisterous course? 
 Who that could rein you, 
 Could trammel your force? 
 
 A youngster delighting 
 In fray wildly fought, 
 You joyed in inciting 
 The cliff for your sport. 
 Yet midst all your striving, 
 Midst your unrest, 
 Small sea-blooms are thriving 
 That spangle your breast! 
 
 Ah, brief is the hour; � 
 Your prime just the same! � 
 It fails you, your power, 
 You ebb whence you came! � 
 A grave, look, awaits you, 
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 A cleft in the seam, � 
 Ha, wave! thus abates, too, 
 Your vainglorious dream! 
 
 O, blend but your plaining 
 With surf�s boisterous song! � 
 What is there remaining? � 
 No memory lasts long! � 
 For while in that heaven 
 You dream you�re enshrined, 
 To the waves� seething leaven 
 You�ve long been consigned! � � � 
  

 
DOUBT AND HOPE 

 
 Ha, such a night, such gloom and stress!  
 A raging storm outdoors! � � � 
 A lion in the wilderness, 
 Mark how the tempest roars! � 
 Ha, do you come from Death�s dark vale, 
 You ghostly shapes that crowd 
 Night�s field of combat, there to trail 
 In grey-spun garb of cloud? � � 
 
 And then yon thunder, loud and strong 
 As very midnight passed! � � � 
 Like murk�s wild, savage victory-song, 
 Like judgement�s trumpet-blast! � 
 O, many a time I would pour scorn 
 On dread of Judgement Day, � 
 Ha, that contempt fine fruit has borne, 
 This present wild dismay! � � 
 
 Long, long ago while still a lad 
 I�d pray with such delight 
 To God in Heaven for Mum and Dad 
 And little ones at night; � 
 But long, ah! long that ceased to be, 
 I have forgone my prayer, 
 No more incline to piety, 
 No more seek solace there! � � � 
 
 Ha, feeble soul! do you so quail 
 Before these thunder-claps? � � 
 You think in this night�s dreadful gale 
 To see Doomsday perhaps � 
 A day that never could befall, � 
 As oft your creed denied; 
 And in the God on whom you call 
 Your faith has long since died! � � 
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 Ha, demon, are you watching yet? � 
 Foul tempter, get thee hence! 
 O, like the hurricane�s wild fret 
 My soul�s one turbulence, � � 
 And in that doubt-tormented sea 
 No channel, no safe way! � � 
 God, for one childlike prayer to Thee 
 All worldly wit I�d pay! � � 
 
 But ah, `tis past, my infancy, 
 I lack the childlike mind! � 
 The path the innocent can see  
 Through faith, to that I�m blind! � 
 O, this dread night where horrors hide 
 Is lightning-lit at best, � 
 Yet it is day�s clear gleam beside 
 My own benighted breast! � � 
 
 Yet even so I�ll not despair 
 But heed the bosom�s call: 
 I shall cleave fast to Hope, declare 
 Faith in my God withal! � 
 Just let the tempest howl away, � 
 I�ll sleep and rest withdrawn, 

� Assuredly I�ll wake some day 
 With childlike faith reborn. � � � 

 
 

THE GIANT OAK 
 

 Far in the North a great oak-tree soared, � 
 The heathen days saw its dawning; � 
 Deep down in the soil its root explored, 
 Full noble its heaven-bent awning; � 
 The massive great branches, lush growth from the bole 
 Spread out from the Eider and north to the Pole, 
 It flaunted its shade over Svea�s reaches 
 And wreathed the Atlantic�s rock-bound beaches! � 
 
 But against the giant Time�s gales went forth, 
 The might of that trunk they shattered, 
 And o�er the divided, diminished North 
 A wild funeral dirge they scattered. 
 And eastward, eagles with lustful glee 
 Eyed, bent on plunder, the Baltic Sea, 
 As Germans reached for the prey that was lying 
 Defenceless, abandoned and left for dying! � � 
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 But shoots sprouted forth from that shattered tree, � � 
 Faint spark soon fanned into flaring! � 
 The young recalled how it used to be, � 
 Old greatness they longed to be sharing. � 
 So soon as the man, now apart, can extend 
 His hand to his brother again as true friend, � 
 So soon they�ll be one, soon blending, combining 
 Like winter-night skies with the Northern lights shining! 
 
The tree imagery, deriving perhaps from the great Ash-tree of the Universe (Yggdrasil) of 
Norse mythology is often used by Ibsen as an emblem of Scandinavian unity.  Here he invokes 
it in the face of German claims on Denmark�s Duchies of Slesvig and Holstein, represented as 
the vital southern sector of the whole Scandinavian defence system.  Svea is Sweden. 
 

1849 
MEMORY�S SOURCE 

 
 A lassie is sitting at eventide, 
 Scanning the stream that shimmers, � 
 And in the depths where the waters glide 
 The wood�s dark reflection glimmers. 
 
 She stares and stares with a wistful smile 
 As though she felt something lacking; 
 But blithely, embraced by lush banks meanwhile, 
 The current flows on ne�er slacking. � � 
 
 Thus oft she�d sit as a guileless child, � 
 Deep down see a phantom shaded: 
 A stripling who beckoned her, softly smiled, � 
 The vision had long since faded. � 
 
 Ah, now she�s grown up, and however fain 
 Her thoughts to go childward yearning, 
 He never, never comes back again, 
 His vision no more returning. 
 
 Yet often she�ll sit by the streamlet�s verge, 
 Cheeks all bedewed with her crying; � 
 On glides the current�s soft rippling surge, 
 Scarce ruffled by dusk�s mild sighing. � 
 
 And then the moon casts an eerie light 
 Down from the arched vault yonder; � 
 She stares in the wave and she thinks she might 
 Still see that phantom there wander! � � � 
 
Water spirits were, by tradition, dangerously seductive.
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DANCE OF DEATH 

 
  The night on spread wing has come sweeping 
  The graveyard that all forsake; � 
  The dead are so peacefully sleeping,  
  A sleep that is hard to break; � 
  And there, to the gleaming moon, 
  Glint eerily marble stones 
  That, garnished with wreathes tear-strewn, 
  Are covering dead men�s bones. � � 
 
  But once the grave�s peace is broken 
  By midnight�s sepulchral knell, � 
  Then, if you�d but mark, you�d hear woken 
  A vague and tumultuous swell, � 
  Come closer, draw ever near, � � 
  Then thunder o�erwhelms the scene � � 
  The passer-by quakes with fear 
  And crosses himself, though nought�s seen! � � 
 
  Each moss-covered stone is now gaping, 
  Each hollow and sunken mound, 
  And then, their low cells escaping, 
  The dead all troop forth without sound. 
  But marking each step came a tap, 
  The clatter of knuckle-bone; 
  But white linen shroud and cap, 
  They gleamed like the snow fresh-blown. � � 
 
  They seem, with hands clasped, uniting 
  As though on some merry quest; 
  A will-o�-the wisp provides lighting, 
  Each skeleton�s welcome as guest, � � 
  Each clutches his neighbour�s hand 
  And whirls in a giddy dance; � 
  The ghost of a prince might stand 
  To partner some beggar�s perchance! � � 
 
  Don�t fancy musicians are lacking 
  At such a sumptuous rout: 
  One skeleton�s knuckle-clacking; 
  One hammers a drum-beat out 
  On a skull with accomplished art; 
  It sounds like the dying breath 
  From deep in a breaking heart, � 
  See, that is the music of Death! � � 
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  Round crumbled memorials gyrating 
  They dance, o so merry a crowd; 
  The graves are still there, though, and waiting, 
  One hour is all they�re allowed. � � 

 � It�s over, the ball that they gave; 
 For hollow the bells now chime, 
 And deep in the peace of the grave 
 They�ll sleep to the ending of Time! � � � 

 
   

RECOLLECTIONS OF LEAVE-TAKING 
(On the departure of O. Schulerud) 

 
 When paths are sundered and friends part too, 
 Severed in Life�s commotion, 
 We gaze on the brightness, the heavenly blue 
 Of Memory with fond emotion. 
 
 There glint like affectionate stars, though small, 
 The memories from days departed, � 
 Not even Time with its cloudy pall 
 Can dim the fair radiance imparted. � 
 
 Yet midst the affectionate starlets there, 
 Our eyes seek out one with much pleasure, � 
 It gleams with a shimmering, wistful air 
 And yet it�s the star we most treasure! � � 
 
 The name denotes sorrow; to leave-taking time 
 The name is sincerely accorded, � 
 Yet mildly it bathes from a blue that�s sublime 
 Each memory of friendship we�ve hoarded! � � 
 
Ole Schulerud, a law student and one of the only two bosom friends of Ibsen�s at the time, 
worked tirelessly to find a publisher for Ibsen�s first play, Catiline, both in Grimstad and after 
his departure in 1849 in Christiania.  He eventually spent a legacy to have the play printed 
privately.  Catiline had been rejected by various theatres and failed to find a single bookseller 
who would buy it.  Ibsen lodged with Schulerud when he in turn arrived at the capital to seek, 
unsuccessfully, admission to the recently founded, and solitary, university in Norway. 
 
 

AUTUMN EVENING 
 

  Getting dark, look, raindrops keep 
  Lashing at the window-paning, 
  Blend with winds that howl, complaining, 
  As across the heavens sweep 
  Cloudy shapes, � like apparitions 
  From Death�s realm, mute admonitions; � � 
  As far thunder rumbles, so 
  They approach, withdraw and vanish, 
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  Much as fickle maids� hearts banish 
  Memories of a recent beau. � � � 
 
  Close against the stove I�m curled, � 
  Brooding as the lightning�s starkness 
  Leaves the room in semi-darkness; 
  But to me it is a world, 
  Where, amongst the coal�s dark crannies 
  Dreams of mine, ethereal mannies, 
  Build a palace all aglow; � 
  (Hard to find the like, though, really; 
  For within the walls I see the 
  Loyalty young maidens show!) 
 
  Ha, what setting have we here! � � � 
  Can it be my long-since vanished 
  Childhood days my heart�s ne�er banished 
  That begin to reappear? � 

� Or has (would that I might see it) 
Distance�s dark veil, albeit 
In a random, hasty style, 
Here been twitched aside, you reckon? 
Does the Norn of Future beckon 
With a kind or warning smile? � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

 
  But it�s cold reality 
  I wake up to from my dreaming; � � 
  Down it comes, the rain�s still teeming, � 
  Palace, that�s collapsed I see. � � 
  What a bleak, unhappy session, 
  Spells like these can breed depression, 
  Cause the heart to feel inclined 
  To feel sorely what it�s lacking; � � � 
  Company? � There�s little backing 
  There for a depressive mind! � 

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
 
  Just as each man has his own, 
  So I too have my adored one! � 
  Ah, but no mundane and flawed one 
  Is the She who�s mine alone; � 
  Just a vision-dream, high-lighted 
  By a yearning unrequited, 
  Unrequitable I fear! 
  (What if love�s desire, once risen, 
  Stifled in the heart�s close prison, 
  Just, like her, a nice idea! �) 
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  Ha, you spot some earthly Miss, 
  Do you, in my loved-one�s features, 
  Think I took some earthly creature�s 
  Charms to make her what she is! � 
  Took from one the pensive forehead, 
  From another one that torrid 
  Sea of passion in the glance 
  My beloved one would bestow me? � � � 
  No, it�s not to earth I owe the 
  Attributes that I advance! � � � 
 
  Come, o come, my heart�s ideal! 
  At your side I�ll service render, 
  From your glance, so kind, so tender, 
  I shall seek cool balms to heal 
  The desires that so devour me, 
  That my day-dreams nourish hourly, 
  That will, never quenched it seems, 
  Only learn to glow discreetly 
  When I chance on earth to meet thee, 
  Spirit-bride of all my dreams! � � � 
 
 

THE SOUL�S GLIMPSE OF THE SUN 
 

    O my heart is so stirred! 
    The same voice I have heard 
  That I know from my reverie-land,  
    When I, slumbering light 
    In the glimmering night, 
  Heard the whisper of waves on the strand! 

 
    I have seen now the gaze 
    That my soul-bride displays 
  In the fictions love weaves in my dreams! 
    Through the depths of my soul 
    Like a hurricane roll 
  My presentiments� quivering streams! 

 
    And the pang of desire 
    My ideal set on fire 
  In the depths of my aspirant breast, 
    From a wild, blazing flame 
    All-devouring, became  
  A sweet warmth, o so calm and unstressed! 
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Though o�erclouded and dark 
My soul cheered to a spark 

  Unlike summertime�s sun that takes toll 
    When it glows all too near, � 
    No, like stars shining clear 
  When they glint from the uttermost Pole! � 

 
    In my soul it was day; � 
    Then I felt no dismay, 
  Nor sharp anguish�s venom-dipped sword. 
    A mere second in time 
    Yet that moment sublime 
  Was worth more than Eternity�s hoard! � � � 

 
    Fresh delusion for me? � 
    Must the visions all flee � 
  And become merely fantoms again, 
    When that gush of delight 
    From sheer ecstasy�s height 
  Fades away in a dying refrain? � 

� � � � � � � � � � � 
 

   O, with Memory�s trove 
   Future�s night I shall rove 
       All a-swoon upon Reverie�s wave, � 
   Till I weary descend 
   To seek peace at the end 
        In the quiet, the cool of the grave! � � � 

 
 

MOONLIGHT VOYAGE ON THE SEA 
 
 The full moon is shining; � across the wide-wending 
 Seascape that slumbers there tenderly spill 
 Soft beams in a flood of so magic a blending 
 That glistens benignly while everything�s still. 
 While stars of the night-heavens bathe in the ocean 
 And sparklets of brightness bespangle the surges, � 
 � My barque gently glides on the swell � whence emerges 
 The fair, moonlit wake-line that traces its motion. � 
 
 Inshore, where the birch-boughs, extended and stately, 
 Leaned bending familiarly over the sea, � 
 There, `neath the lush awning I tarried but lately, 
 � There all is so hushed, � o, the death-bed for me, � 
 It�s there I could sleep in the grave-mound full soundly, 
 There in the night-storm the surge could chant madly, 
 There the deep�s spirits could mourn o so sadly, 
 Fill with sad dirges the dwelling around me. 
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� But no, � by the shore all is sultry, oppressive! � 
 Far out on the waves I must fare from the land. 
 There wafts the sea-breeze, brow-cooling, caressive, 
 There I shall quench the sad yearning�s fierce brand 
 That gnaws at my bosom � o there all is quiet, 
 The sea�s empty wastes there so sleepily wallow, � 
 I voyage alone, the dead only can follow, 
 Whose eyes in the billows so eerily riot. � � 
 
 Can it be stars there that gleam, do you reckon, 
 Down yonder with tear-veiled effulgence perchance? 
 Ha, see how they come and they go, how they beckon 
 And whirl themselves wild in that mystical dance? � 
 It�s there I could well feel at home, in that setting, � 
 It�s there every torturing pain I could vanquish, 
 There still every pang that consumed me with anguish! � 
 Yes, there lies my bliss; � there�s my hope of forgetting! � 
 
 

MIDNIGHT MOOD 
 

  Mists of the night come gliding, 
  Over the river�s brink, 
  Deep in the soul, confiding 
  Dreams of fair visions sink; � 
  While living thing are sleeping, 
  Elves bent on sport appear, 
  Through yon dark woods go creeping; � 

 � Midnight�s hour is near. � � 
 

  Here is the spot for dreaming, 
  Here in the silent night, 
  Here where your heart�s fond theming 
  Is with sweet music dight: 
  The tones that the wave produces 
  Ring out as though spirits played, 
  Sighs from yon forest spruces 
  Add to the serenade. � 
 
  Here you can summon the hidden 
  Memories from Bygone�s waves, 
  Greet, as dear friends, the unbidden 
  Ghosts that rise up from the grave, 
  Blend o so well the darkling 
  Clouds out of memory born 
  With the gleam that�s sparkling 
  Hope�s all resplendent dawn! � 
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  Comes there no music spilling 
  Hither through night�s calm mist? 
  Softly the waves are trilling, 
  Birds on their branches list; � 
  On woods where elves play spritely 
  A sudden silence rests, � 
  Moonlight shines so brightly 
  Through ancient oak-tree crests. � 
 
  Hear you the sprite sing, staying 
  Close by the river�s flow, 
  Down where the willow tree�s swaying 
  O�er shadows the stream below! � 
  He strikes the gold strings with his fingers 
  Wrapt in the brake�s dim light, 
  The soft-sounding echo lingers 
  Long in the still of night. � � 
 
  And Nature right mournfully listens, 
  Attuned to the Nøkk�s sad lay; 
  Tear-like the dew-drop glistens, 
  Sparkling from every spray, � 
  Swathed in the cloud�s thin veiling 
  Softly the moonlight beams, 
  Sadly the music�s wailing 
  Twines with the mournful themes. 
 
  When day shines here for us brightly, 
  The Nøkk keeps his river-bed, 
  But once the moon climbs its nightly 
  Way o�er the spruce�s head: � 
  You will see him float on the river, 
  Singing of griefs untold;� 
  O, the lament could quiver 
  High o�er the stars� bright gold! � 
 
  In song there are gentle forces, 
  There hallowed powers reside: 
  The goal that your heart endorses, 
  Though deep in the future it hide, 
  Will solace your breast some morrow, 
  And raise you high above earth, � 
  Then each of the notes of sorrow 
  Will blend to make blissful mirth! � 
 
Nøkk  c.f. � our nixie � the water sprite
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TO THE STAR 
(Dedicated to C:E:) 

 
   Pallid star! Despatch a sign 
   From the heights eternal! � 
   For the soul�s eye twinkle, shine 
   Friendly, though supernal! � � 
 
   Must thy symbolled message seek 
   To rouse yearning merely? 
   Teach me so that I may tweak 
   Future�s veil, see clearly! � 
   
   Sweep misgiving�s cloud forlorn 
   From a soul that�s ailing, 
   Let a blest assurance dawn 
   Through the gloom prevailing! � 
 
   Ah, but all too rash, my plea; � 
   Dare I ask assurance! � 
   Can a son of earth soar free 
   From his earthly durance? � 
 
   O, what comfort had I known 
   With faith�s beam to guide me! � 
   I must feed on hope alone, 
   Certainty denied me. � 
 
   So when heaven�s feeble light 
   From afar shines palely, 
   I�ll watch gladly in the night 
   For my star to hail me. � � 
 
C:E: was Clara Ebbell, Ibsen�s current girlfriend.  Tact, or perhaps caution, caused him to 
substitute �Blege� (pale) for the �Klara� (clear) in the draft.  He later sent back six poems 
dedicated to her. 
 

AN EVENING ROAM IN THE FOREST 
 

  It is too bright, it is too bright 
  Where moonlight casts its glow; � 
  My heart is, by this calm of night, 
  Transfused and trembles so; 
  On every bloom, each leaf that curls 
  Rests evening�s string of dew-drop pearls 
  And quivers to my gaze! � 
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  It is too bright, too bright the glow 
  Here by the water�s brink! � 
  Behold the waves too-silent flow, 
  And mirrored stars that sink 
  Till in the watery deep they�re bathed 
  Seem like forget-me-nots grief-swathed, 
  Like eyes that sorrow shrouds. 
 
  Far yonder, to the distant North 
  Where fir-trees darkly press, 
  Where Hulders in the fell hold forth 
  (You might well call it wilderness) 
  There I possess a cherished place, 
  There I�ll direct my steps apace, 
  My sanctuary�s there! 
 
  Behold the mountain peaks abrupt 
  That muffling clouds enclose; � 
  An autumn storm will soon erupt, 
  Night�s wind already blows! � 

  � O, sweet; � as though I were inspired 
 I feel by this same tempest fired 
 To journey through the night! � � 
 
 Deep in the woods, away, away! 
 O, further still from here, 
 Until the soul falls wholly prey 
 To this wild, panic fear, � 
 Till you�re convinced the wraiths of night 
 Attend you on your headlong flight 
 However swift you speed! � 
 
 Hush, silence now; � this is the spot! � 
 Amidst the forest bound 
 Hark, owls are shrieking, � mark you not? � 
 Ah, how sublime they sound! 
 Theirs is a merry melody, � 
 Let not one note neglectfully 
 Escape you; � ah, how sweet! � � 
 
 The spruces, standing black and tall, 
 The tarn�s dour verges crowd; 
 � As through the air the storm-winds squall, 
 Observe the misty shroud, � 
 It glides aloft and then glides down, 
 Now wraps about the forest crown 
 Now covers the black depths. 
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 Here may the heart find such content 
 Amid the raging storm; 
 Here Nature�s visage can present 
 My breast in mirrored form, 
 An image of my given doom: 
 No peace in life nor in the tomb, 
 No peace eternally! � 
 

Hulder, another dangerously seductive spirit, a mountain-haunting enchantress identifiable 
by her tail. 

 
IN THE AUTUMN 

 
  Summertime�s songsters forsake now the glading; � 
  Where once their melodies rang from the boughs, 
  Autumn already so plaintively soughs 
  Stirring the last of their yellow-leaved lading. 
  Here where the carpet of blossom was blent, 
  Jewelling the fragrant green sward with its treasure, 
  Summer�s farewell sounds a tremulous measure, 
  Straw for its strings now, � a lyric lament! 
 
  Lily, why left you your stem here, but bending, 
  Bared of its leafage, � where hence did you flee? 
  O, you�ll return in the springtime-to-be, 
  On the kind angel of summer attending! 
  Rose, from whose beauteous chalice would trill 
  Joy�s dulcet language that whispered so fairly, 
  Thorns are the memory left with us merely, � 
  � Wounding, but � ah, � but I love you so, still! � 
 
  Many a seed from the spring-time plantations 
  We have seen ripen, its fruitfulness flaunt; � 
  O, but there�s many a plot that can vaunt 
  Nought but the husks of its high expectations. 
  Summer! too swift for the south you were bound, 
  Hope soon departed, too brief was its hour, � 
  Ah, and the mourner is left with no flower 
  Modestly gracing the grave�s hallowed mound. 
 
  Yet, midst the graves there is one bloom remaining 
  Living in all of its loveliness still, � 
  One that the Autumn�s cold blast could not kill; � 
  O, why need heart, then, prolong its complaining! � 
  � Memory we call it, � see, still it can bring 
  Hope from the rigours of hibernation, � 
  Bind it in wreaths for the Past�s celebration, 
  It will give solace, presaging a Spring! � 
 
The first of Ibsen�s poems to achieve print. 
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MEMORIES OF SPRING 
(Set to music by C.Due) 

 
    God grants, all giving, 
    Once while you�re living 
    A Spring-like spell, 
    When joyous dreaming 
    Sweeps through you, streaming 
    From soul�s deep well � 
    Each cloud then trimly 
    Is conjured hence 
    From what but dimly 
    You tried to sense. 
 
    Hope brings its summer, 
    Fair-bloomed new-comer, 
    From heaven afar 
    As inspiration, � 
    Such coruscation, 
    Each bloom a star; � 
    While life�s solution 
    Seems manifest, 
    Sweet Spring�s profusion 
    Reigns in your breast! 
 
    Ah, soon `tis ended! � 
    But sweetly blended 
    On heart�s own strings, 
    A wistful sadness 
    Recalls the gladness 
    That Springtime brings, � 
    Those tuneful hours 
    With echoes throng 
    Of dream-like flowers 
    And spring-tide song! � 
 
Christopher Due was the other close friend from the Grimstad days.  He became a Customs 
Officer. 
 
 

TO HUNGARY 
 
 Now the hollow warlike clamour from the Magyars� land is ended! 
 Muffled sighs from field of combat with the deads� last moaning blended 
 Bear through still of night the tiding, full of grief, a muted rattle: 
 Now the Magyar is no more, it has been fought, his last great battle! � 
 
 Freedom�s band of heroes fallen to barbaric, crude invasion, � 
 Tyrant power, freedom�s butcher, once more struts the desolation. 
 Come, rejoice, ye purple-mantled monarchs!  Brute force has repeated 
 Its old triumph, � Freedom�s flame is yet again, perforce, defeated! 
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 Wretched land!  Their finest life-blood drained away from sons you sired, 
 Yet those noble fallen heroes have a martyr�s crown acquired. 
 Lo, you bind the hopes of Europe to their corpses, each a Roland; � 
 � Soon, perhaps, that ravished country will become another Poland! � 

 
 Yet, beyond the night of bondage there shall dawn a glorious splendour, � 
 Then shall all your freedom-fighters rise again from death and tender 
 Fellowship to those that perished by the Vistula�s sad waters 
 And to those that from the scaffold drench Hun soil with reek of slaughters! 
 
 Yes, when bold young scions storm the throne in vengeful reparation 
 Like an autumn gale and topple tyranny to its foundation; � 
 Then the Magyar name, ennobled by its heroes, famed and glorious, 
 Shall, a noble war-cry, thunder from the ranks that march victorious! � 
 
The Hungarian uprising in 1848 against Habsburg domination was one of several freedom 
movements � Poland�s was another � sparked off by the February Revolution of that year in 
Paris. 
 

 
SCANDINAVIANS AWAKE! 

A summons to the Norwegian and Swedish brothers. 
1849 

 
   Hush, do you hear the southward thunder crashing? 
   It spans the Kattegat, the hollow boom; � 
   It is the tumult of two forces clashing 
   That casts o�er Dannevang a night of gloom! � 
 
   A night that is so bloody and so daunting, 
   Just now when Freedom�s tree begins to sprout 
   Spring�s tender buds that prank it with their flaunting, 
   But lack the peace wherein to burgeon out. 
  
 There German bullies poise themselves to rifle 
 A part of Denmark�s soil with sword in hand; 
 A soil so sacred to the Nordic races! 
 
 Up, brothers, up! � we dare no longer trifle; � 
 So bids us yonder Nordic brother-band 
 That joins Swede, Norseman, Dane in its embraces! 
 
 Full long there lurked a yearning in our breast, � 
 Our soul flew out towards our Danish brothers 
 When they determined, by warm zeal possessed, 
 To bleed, in our great common cause, for others. 
 
 But if we stand in silence, grasp no sword, 
 Do not march boldly on the Hun-horde�s breaches. � 
 Then with our fathers� worth we ill accord 
 And with our brethren�s on the Danish beaches. 
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 If we within our mountain cordon cower, 
 Think us secured because our crags rise sheer, � 
 O, may that trust not all-too-soon be blighted! 
 
 Remember, Norsemen, the fierce eagle-Power 
 That spreads its claws, � remember it draws near, � 
 � What if the prey has been already sighted? 
 
 Is not then Slesvig a most sacred shrine, 
 A shared possession for the North to cherish, 
 Against Germanic thrusts a holding-line, � 
 But what if that same bulwark were to perish? 
 
 � If Eider�s stream past German banks were sweeping, 
 While Nordic tongue and genius were expelled, 
 If in the Teuton gripe the folk were weeping 
 For Denmark, for its own dear mother, quelled? 
 
 � If Denmark�s wind-borne groans reached hither, trembling, 

 To make their way into our inmost heart, 
 While gathering storm-clouds threaten from the distance: 
 
 Then stand, your cheeks with shame�s dull flush dissembling, 
 Ye who, endowed with strength, declined the part 
 Of grasping swords to aid the North�s resistance! 
 
 Must Slesvig for the Danish folk supply 
 The place of Finland for the Swedes� brave nation, 
 A land for which the sad, tear-trembling eye 
 Alone expresses grief�s keen desolation? 
 
 Must Slesvig be the Germans� destined prey, 
 Must child be ravished cruelly from its mother? 

 � No, brothers, no, a sacred law will say 
 From deep within the soul: Preserve thy brother! 
 
 Will say: Assist what Nature long since tied 
 Close to your heart in sound and seemly bonding, 
 Woe, if in danger�s hour you were to fail! 
 
 Norn Future reads your saga, steely-eyed, 
 Asks, for your inward nurture, deeds responding, 
 Not empty rhetoric to weight the scale. 
 
 Shall Norway stain with deed of craven sort 
 Its youthful Freedom�s rosy dawn, unheeding? 
 Who planted in the people�s breast the thought 
 Of sitting idle when the Danes were bleeding? 
 
 Was it the men who were the people�s choice 
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 To guard, in Parliament, its reputation? 
 Why not respond to Honour�s lovely voice, 
 Why call down on yourselves stern reprobation? 
 
 Was choice so doubtful when it fell to you 
 To heed the call of love between true brothers? 
 Say, heard you not then what the people cried? 
 
 The Hun already near, still nearer drew 
 And yet you could forget those hard-pressed others 
 Who still, with confidence, on us relied. 
 
 Say, Swedish kinsman, why pause timidly?  
 Why speed you not across the Sound�s near waters? 
 You hold the Dane full well as dear as we, � 
 You cherish Zealand�s gleaming wood-land quarters. 
 
 Say, does the din not pierce your very souls 
 As you, from Øresund, view Denmark sadly, � 
 Is it not vile, the victory-cry that rolls, 
 A German arrogance you�d humble, gladly. 
 
 Ha, is it true, what�s softly whispered here? 
 Do you then eastward stare, but fearful-hearted? 
 Are Svea�s sons thralls to barbarity? 
 
 No, no, you need no foreign censure fear; � 
 Each saga�page from days long since departed 
 Bears noble witness to the contrary. 
 
 And if some single band should venture thence 
 From Sweden�s shores and Norway�s fells, one merely, 
 What is the use?  Posterity far hence 
 Will at its bar arraign the folk severely. 
 
 When we have long, long since been laid in earth, 
 Our offspring will feel shamed by these outrages, 
 �From a degraded stock we trace our birth�; 
 And quickly turn our leaf in saga�s pages. 
 
 For does the folk live but the Here-and-Now? 
 Is not our past repute a kindly flower 
 Bestowing on our present flaws its charm? 
 
 Soon shall our pledge, our loyal �Nordic vow�, 
 Sound on our lips like empty rant turned sour, 
 Our offspring lack for memory�s sweet balm. 
  
 Shall loving brotherhood be turned to hate? 
 Shall brother blush for shame because of brother? 
 Shall we not gather gladly as of late, 
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 Not share the boons of peace with one another? 
 
 What Future hides must darkly still extend 
 Before us � but ere long comes revelation; � 
 What then if treachery towards our friend, 
 Towards Denmark, prove the last feat of our nation? 
 
 Ha, what shall fire us in that final war; 
 Where should we, for the nerve and strength, be turning 
 When national honour lies there in its grave? 
  
 Woe, that we sped not thither long before, � 
 Where warm fraternal hearts for us were burning,  
 Despite our Norway�s coldness, fell and wave! 
 
 You, Oskar! long the North�s expectancy, 
 On you our trusting gaze has been directed. 
 Do not be deaf when nations cry, all three, 
 That from your lips the king-word long expected! 
 
 Your promise, Oskar, was a pledge, no less, 
 With you can Denmark still achieve salvation, 
 � Lead us, bold Prince, on to the North�s success. � 
 But one way�s left to reach that destination. 
 
 Why not enlist the folk�s men to advise? 
 They will respond, King, promptly to your calling, 
 The Past�s brand in the North glows undeterred! 
 
 Still there is time � still by swift enterprise 
 Fair Denmark can be saved, even now, from falling 
 Through trust deluded � in a kingly word! � 
 
 But stir the people, bid it follow you 
 Before Sloth clamps its soul in enervation, 
 Lead it in paths of duty, honour true, 
 Before all�s lost forever, past salvation. 
 
 In thanks then for your rousing them to war 
 Two kindred folk would, at your throne�s foot, rival, 
 And Nordic honour, Denmark�s unspilt gore, 
 Would well repay you for the Danes� survival. 
 
 Then, King, a new-born splendour you would shed, 
 An ancient glory that the North would cherish, 
 Your name exalted by the joyful race; 
 
 While brother sank in brother�s glad embrace 
 And decked the double crown with garlands bred 
 Of love and loyalty that ne�er would perish. 
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 But were hope cheated, were it proved mere fraud, � 
 Were Denmark left in need, with none sustaining, 
 Should Svea, Nor, betray the North�s accord 
 That many a Dane met hero-deaths maintaining; � 
 
 Then hear, ye Danes, one Norseman�s voice enjoins: 
 Let not the whole folk bear the blame unjustly, 
 Know, many would have gladly girt their loins 
 To wield their weapons at your side robustly. 
 
 Midst Norway�s fells there�s many a breast that bleeds, 
 There�s many a heart that burns for your condition, 
 Fraternal flame that will survive the years. 
 
 `Tis only Treachery spreads hatred�s seeds 
 And wakes Stupidity�s unproved suspicion 
 By threatening the folk with fancied fears! 
 
 Yet once again, � ye noble sons of Norway, 
 Brave Swedish brothers! Stir before too late! 
 Hark, still from Denmark drones the din of war-play, 
 The page turns swiftly in the book of Fate. 
 
 Remember, Slesvig was, from days long vanished, 
 A fair branch of the North�s great oak, true-grown; 
 � Soon all that�s Denmark will perchance be banished 
 Except its honour as memorial-stone. 
 
 Posterity will judge our conduct then, 
 Do not repay heart�s noble call with treason, 
 Nor break the North�s most fair fraternal band. 
 
 To work then, boldly, sword and word and pen, 
 Sound forth the voice of Honour, Duty, Reason, 
 Reach brother-folk a loving brother�s hand! 
 
Another call for Scandinavian unity against the continuing German threat to Slesvig and 
Holstein; Dannevang, the ancient name for Denmark; the Eider, the river between the two 
Duchies; Finland, the Swedish province annexed by Russia in 1809; Øresund, the narrow 
channel between Sweden and Denmark; Oscar I, King of Sweden-Norway 1844-59; Zealand, 
the largest of the Danish islands, on which Copenhagen is situated. 

 
 

Poems from 1850 
TO NORWAY�S BARDS 

 
 Why, Bards, so obsessed with a Past so far distant, 
 With long-interred eld, with memories that moulder, 
 An image as faint as the cloud-muffled smoulder 
 From stars when the night shows that dawn is insistent? 
 � That spark you possess, was it not, then, acquired 
 As a gift to be used on behalf of the nation, 
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 Which asks that the bard with a mouth that�s inspired 
 Interpret its longing, its pain, its elation? 
 
 So often you�ve sung of �the proud heights that tower�, 
 Where pine-forest thrives and the glacier�s begotten, 
 But visions and dreams that erupt with such power 
 In brotherly hearts, � these you may have forgotten! 
 Why heed not the ferment that souls can display 
 So richly, intensely before it�s expended? 
 Why weave not these visions to fashion your lay, 
 Why shape not these tones to a harmony blended? 
 
 O, fair forms indeed in the present now shimmer, � 
 From valley, from fell, when it shines, when it lowers. 
 Ha, do you not see there the riches that glimmer, 
 A poem of folk-life with beautiful flowers! 
 These transient images must be set free 
 In songs that describe them, in lifelike portrayment, 
 They lack but the bard�s inspirational �Be!� 
 To don the grand garb of our poesy�s raiment! 
 
Appropriately �Bards� (medieval court poets) in a poem that castigates contemporary poets 
for their obsession with Norway�s heroic past.  In his plea for a poetry of the present and of 
the people, Ibsen follows the example of Wergeland.   
 
 

MEMORIES OF A BALL 
A fragment of life in poetry and prose 

 
PROLOGUE 

To Stella! 
 
   Here before thy feet I lay 
   This fresh gathering of flowers 
   Sprung from Memory�s garden bowers, 
   The late summer�s fair display; 
    You�ll not find for- 
    Get-me-not or 
    Smiling pansy 
    There or tansy, 
   Not the opulence we see 
   That the sun of spring empowers. 

  � Stella!  Those the blooms I gave 
  Are mere pale-as-alabaster 
  Sheaves of sad, autumnal aster 
  That had burgeoned from a grave! � 
 

           1. 
   We�re assigned, for life�s duration, 
   Angel Memory�s ministration; 
   From your childhood�s beauteous spring 
   He will fondly fare beside you, 
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   Gently hum old songs, provide you 
    Fairly braided, 
    Never-faded 
   Memories for your garlanding. 
 
   Spring-time fades, but there remains 
   One bloom yet, of introspection, � 
   Yes, each page of life retains 
   Its full trove of recollection, 
   And, when further down Time�s stream 
   You, one day, leaf through the pages, 
   There stand memories down the ages 
   Ranged like figures from a dream, 
    Ne�er forgotten, 
    Heaven-begotten, 
   Just like springtime�s lovely flowers 
   When your own heart�s winter lowers. � 
 
   Yes, each moment of your life 
   Gently resonates an echo, 
   Sometimes brief, at times long-ringing 
   From the harp of memory�s stringing. 
   But of all the days passed yonder, 
   Should you call them back to ponder, 
   You will find no single hour 
   Beats a ball for memory-power! 
 
   That may ring a little flat, 
   And, moreover, unpoetic, � 
   For an ear�s refined aesthetic 
   It could well be better that 
   You should hear, instead of dancing, 
   Something �grander�, more �enhancing�, 
   Just as though that gleaming hall, 
   Gaily decked out for a ball, 
   With a charming flirt-formation 
   Rocket-launching invitation 
   As the music starts, could be  
   Quite devoid of poesy! � � � 
   � � � � � � � � � � 

   
   But it�s not such rumination 
   That provides soul�s inspiration, 
   There�s the serious side as well, � 
   Jollity can�t render solely 
   That blithe ball-room setting wholly, 
   All its fair-bewitching spell! � 
   While each face evinces pleasure, 
   Many, fevered past all measure, 
   Whom conflicting passions seize, 
   In the waltz�s wild gyration 
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   Swirl to calm their agitation 
   Though for but one moment�s ease; 
   Many a breast, � but I  refrain 
   From attempting thus to capture 
   Coolly that wild play of pain 
   In the hall replete with rapture, � 
   Play the pilgrim if you please, 
   View yourself the scene I�ve noted, 
   To Terpsichore devoted! � � � 
    

  What sheer floods of brilliance flow 
  From the range of windows sending 
  Forth their brightness, condescending 
  On the darkened street below, � 
  There where many an uninvited 
  Propping up the gate, with longing 
  Eyes the ballroom�s merry thronging 
  And the bliss through windows sighted. � � 
  Ha, but how well life�s depicted, � 
  One of two, your scope�s restricted, 
  � Either go as bidden guest 
  To life�s banquet with the best, 
  Or, while night�s keen-piercing wind blows 
  Through you, chilled from head to feet, 
  You can watch there from the street, 
  Staring through the gleaming windows! � � � 
  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
 

   But inside, what to-and-froing! 
   Like the stars of winter glowing, 
   Or the clearest crystal-light, 
   Untold candles glitter bright, 
   While a motley blend of sprightly 
   Groups on light and nimble feet 
   Passing up and down there meet 
   And exchange their smiles politely. 
 
   See, however far you stare 
   Your eye�s met with beauty sheerly; 
   But, my friend, don�t look too nearly, 
   For with flowers in her hair, 
   In that dress whose white�s enhancing, 
   Even a thirty-year-old fair 
   Is a sylph when she�s out dancing! � 
   Roses, roses everywhere! � � 
   Rose the very cheeks repair! 
    White-armed fillies, 
    Breasts like lilies 
   With their alabaster sheen 
   There set off with lace resplendent; 
   Here a pinkish ditto�s been 
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   Kept from sight behind a pendant; 
   See that Miss there, hardly daring 
   To despatch a glance by staring 
   At that bunch of youthful gallants 
   Who, with opera-hats for form, 
   Keep, each one, his lady warm, � 
   Give her time, � precocious talents, 
   � That young Miss was, after all, 

  First confirmed, you know, last Fall! � � � 
  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

   
   Ah, but what rich, motley life 
   This same brilliant ball-room houses! 
   Like a vision fever rouses 
   When your heart�s-dream of a wife 
   In your sleep�s wild fantasy 
   Floats right past you airily. � � � � 
   O, I�ll be there too, you�ll find, 
   Where there�s racketing, rampaging 
   Wild, tumultuous as my mind 
   When its storm of pain is raging; � 

  � In the hubbub to discover 
  Swift oblivion or � my lover! � 
  � � � � � � � � � � � 
 

2. 
THE LAST PAGES OF A DIARY 

 
  � Foolish dreamer! What are you doing here amongst 
 these bustling crowds?  Is it the irony of fate that has brought 
 you to seek your heart�s ideal in a ballroom? � 
 
  And would it truly please you to find her here?  Would 
 it give you pleasure if your heart�s ideal were made incarnate 
 in the ideals of the ballroom? � 
 
  Rational or irrational, it is all the same; � I must!  What 
 can will or reason avail against the inner, potently lethal yet 
 redemptive yearning? � 
 
  �I must�! � � � � � 
 
  Remember these words, you clod!  who coldly denounce 
 the tempestuous longing in the human soul, � remember 
 them and do not forget that in them you read the justification 
 for so many existences, bewildering and annihilating! � 
 � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
  
  What is it stirring inside all these happy, smiling people?� 
 They have come hither in the expectation of pleasure and 
 gratification; � have they found what they are looking for, or 
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 does the setting of the ball reflect the theme for the mighty drama 
 of human existence? �  
  

� And what is that theme?  �  
To sense, to hope and to be disappointed!  � � Lo, in these three 
words all human existence is expressed. � � � � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � 

  
� � What was that!  � A glance encountered me 

 amidst the throng, �  a glance, unknown yet so familiar! � � 
 
 No, it is no illusion, � I have seen her, �  I have found 

 my heart�s ideal! � � I dare not dwell upon these memories lest  
 like some airy fantasy they should fly away and disappear! � � � 

 
� � I have put my arm around her, I have gazed 

 into those candid eyes; � yes, it is she, whom I recognise from my  
 waking dreams; � o, if only this too might not be proved a  
 dream!  � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 

 
       � � � � 

 � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
 
What is a lifetime�s conflict and disappointment 

 compared with half an hour such as this, � � o, what bliss, to meet  
 my end, to be annihilated in such a moment � 

 
Fate!  Take this excess of happiness away from me, � 

 let not this moment be profaned by being prolonged; � � 
 I have found her, � what more can I desire? � � � � 

 
Benevolent Fate!  you have heard me! � My life�s 

 three-act drama is played to the end; through two long acts I have  
 sensed and I have hoped, � and now the third act is over, too; �  
 bliss! what a theme, what casting! 

 
And the plot of the piece?  Isn�t is the simplest, the 

 most straight-forward that one could wish for? � �   
 A gentleman approaches; she places her arm in his, � they leave. � 

 
�Who is that gentleman�! 
 
� �It is her betrothed; � she is passionately in love  

 with him�! � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
 � � � � � � � 
 
   The ball is over. � O, there is nobody as happy as I 
 am at this moment; I am overwhelmed with ecstasy, �  my every  
 craving has been gratified; and so I hope for nothing more. � I shall  
 go home; I shall complete the final page of my diary with  
 recollections of the ball. � It is the  dawning of my life! � � �  
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 The dawning of my life on the final page of my diary! � Strange; �  
 one speaks of an eternity, � � must there be an eternity to  
 follow this dawn? � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
 � � � � � � � � � 

Yes, I shall go home, � I shall once more live through 
 my life, my love, �  and then out into the dark of night to dream  
 and � � � � �  

 
       � � � � � 

Stella, the name of Wergerland�s spiritual inspiration; the asters maybe a playful reference to 
the flowers in Welhaven�s The Last Day of September; they may help suggest a touch of 
parody that undermines the high romanticism of the prologue and prepares for the sceptical 
realism that follows. 

 
THE MILL-LAD 

 
   When in the summer-night�s gentle gleam 
   The beck roars in its rock-bed yonder, 
   While mist floats over the copse and stream, 
   The Mill-lad sits, alone, to ponder; � 
   A snow-pale radiance filters down between 
   The alders� leafage from the moon�s bright sheen, 
      Casting below 
      Its friendly glow 
   Across night�s silent scene to wander. 
 
   It is so late on a Thursday night, 
   The Hulder�s mountain hall is ringing, 
   Deep in the torrent�s flood the water-sprite 
   Makes flourish with the harp�s loud stringing, � 
   The Mill-lad to its playing gives good heed, 
   Hush, hark! there quaver, echo-like indeed, 
      Hulder refrains, 
      Torrent-harp strains, 
   Borne lightly hence upon night�s winging. 
 
   And it is Thorgjerd who can entice 
   His fiddle�s tunes of eerie wonder, 
   For he has offered as sacrifice 
   The black lamb to the sprite thereunder, 
   And thus it is he too has learnt to play, 
   And thus his bow so strangely can convey 
      Forest-top soughs, 
      Fell-beck carouse, 
   With Hulder-charm and lur-horn thunder! 
 
   But life appears in a dull, cold light 
   Back home now and devoid of pleasure, 
   For what he has heard and has seen tonight, 
   He�ll nevermore forget that measure, � 
   And so the flood of notes his strings now play 
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   His yearning sang for him � a mournful lay, 
   � Melody�s stream 
   Construes the dream 
 That summer night gave leave to treasure! � 
 

The Mill-Lad was the professional name of Thorgjerd Audunsson, a self-taught genius of the 
fiddle which was esteemed as Norway�s national folk-instrument; Ole Bull, the internationally 
famed concert violinist who founded the Norwegian Theatre in Bergen, was happy to share a 
concert with him to celebrate its opening; the traditional sacrifice for conjuring up the water 
sprite was a black lamb. 

 
IT IS OVER! 

      
  Hope is quenched!  Extinguished, yes, inside me 
  Where recently it blazed like flaming noon, 
  Magic�s flowered portal locked, denied me, � 
  Witching dream, why fled you hence so soon? 
  Harp-tones through the soul once softly faltered, 
  Deep in spirit�s shrine a Sabbath reigned, 
  Ah, but now that surge of sound has altered 
  To a dying breath as heart�s night waned. 
 
  Spirit�s stronghold now lies desolately 
  Stone by stone, on heart�s dry, barren ground; 
  Yet, whenas its mistress enters, stately 
  Soars the hall into the night profound; 
  She, from Bygone�s melancholy region, 
  Proffers me with grace the brimming cup, 
  And ethereal shades of memories legion 
  Palely from their catafalque rise up. � � � � 
 
  O, I�ll dream so sweetly then and wander 
  Through the stronghold in the still of night, � 
  Meek forget-me-nots I�ll gather yonder, 
  Clasp them, as heart�s choicest treasure, tight; 
  Come, chill Present, with your griefs eternal, 
  Shroud like winter but this breast of mine, � 
  In my heart a temple stands that�s vernal, 
  Memory has built there its own shrine! � 
 
 

ROOM TO LET 
 
   Would you care to move, young Miss,  
   To a breast you can rely on? 
   It�s a snug, bright room is this 
   In my heart to cast your eye on, � 
   But my life there�s so absurd, 
   Sad and lonesome, � take my word, 
   In its walls, without much trouble 
   We�d find space to make a double! 
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   True, there�s many a little maid 
   Dropped in, peeping through the entry, 
   But the casual visit paid 
   Only leaves the room more empty; 
   When she�s curtseyed her good-byes, 
   Thanked me kindly, formal-wise, 
   She�s forgotten � but the visit�s 
   Left me bored and with the fidgets. 
 
   No, I can�t go on this way, 
   As I see the situation! 
   If you please, move in to-day, 
   Sign a lease for the duration, � 
   We�re agreed on terms, in sum, 
   Only come, young Miss, do come! � 
   Let the sun while still on station 
   Witness our cohabitation! � 
 
   True, the room�s no hall, its clear, 
   For a blaring social meeting, � 
   Plain and cool while summer�s here, 
   Not, come winter, short of heating; � 
   There�s one picture on the wall � 
   It�s my portrait � and that�s all; 
   I shall paint, should you decide it, 
   A friendly cherub close beside it. 
 
   Then a tidy of the room. � 
   Everything to its compartment, 
   Then I�ll feel no empty gloom 
   Henceforth in my heart�s apartment; 
   Sabbath-smiles the whole day long, 
   Life one smoothly-flowing song, 
   I shall guard your every pleasure 
   As my room�s most priceless treasure! 
 
 

THE BARD IN VALHALLA 
(On the announcement of O. �hlenschläger�s death) 

 
    Death�s harp has quivered! 
    Cleansed and delivered 
   High soars the Bard from Earth�s pall, 
    But on his lofty 
    Heavenward journey 
   Visits the Æsir-gods� hall. 
 
    There the Bard striding 
    High over Bifrost 
   Into the gods� keep ascends, 
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    There Odin greets him 
    Gladly from Lidskjalf, � 
   Yet, with the gladness, grief blends; 
 
    For the most holy 
    Gods of North�s regions 
   Lose their earth-spokesman henceforth, 
    Now is the bonding 
    Broken that knitted 
   Æsirs  to folk of the North! 
 
    Strangely they brooded 
    Solemnly mooded, 
   Mindless of Idavold�s joys, 
    Valfader�s heroes 
    Ranged all-resplendent 
   Benched in long rows, without noise. 
 
    Brage then seizes 
    The fair harp that pleases 
   With silver-toned cadence of chord, 
    Hermod with pleasure 
    Leads the gods� treasure, 
   Their bard, to his place at the board. 
 
    Bard, benched and greeted, 
    Silence entreated, 
   He of the resonant span 
    Hailed the Alfader, 
    Frigga and Balder, 
   Solace to gods and to man. 
 
    To the high-vaulted 
    Halls of Valhalla 
   Hosts of slain warriors repair, � 
    War-splintered shielding 
    Decks the unyielding, 
   He discerned Starkodder there. � 
 
    He the famed hero 
    Greets the great singer, 
   Asks him of Dana and Nor, 
    Asks him of Ingild�s, 
    Olaf�s and Helge�s 
   Fatherlands, soil they adore. � 
 
    Haakon the Holy 
    Nears him, but lowly, 
   The Bard whose strong voice had maintained 
    Unto the listening 
    Sons of North�s regions 
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   Nobly the tasks he sustained. 
 
    Soon the great stronghold�s 
    Vaulted gates open, � 
   Enter the sanctified pair; 
    Tranquil their dwelling 
    Stands in the shining 
   Greenwood of Freia the Fair. 
 
    Grateful the stripling 
    Kneels to the singer, � 
   She, the most wonderful She, 
    Hands her most noble, 
    Glorious poet 
   Eternity�s garland in fee. 
 
    Soon unto Folkvang, 
    Love�s proper dwelling, 
   Hasten the amorous twain, � 
    Freia there waited, � 
    The Bard knew the fêted 
   Hagbart and Signe again! 
 
    Urd of the Past then 
    Hands him her beaker 
   Filled with the draught that allays, � 
    Faithful Verdandi  
    Follows her sister, 
   Thanks him with sorrowful gaze. 
 
    Dimly but sweetly 
    Skuld then approaches, 
   Points to the Future�s blue sky: 
    �Singer! eternal 
    Fame shall record thee, 
   Ne�er shall thy minstrelsy die! 
 
    Soon shalt thou enter, 
    Benched amongst spirits, 
   Transfiguration�s abode, 
    North�s great descendents, 
    Howso they alter, 
   Ne�er shall forget what is owed!� 
 
The poem draws heavily, by way of compliment, on the Danish poet�s Gods of the North; 
Æsirs, the dominant gods whose chief was Odin (Allfader); Lidskjalf, the throne-cum- 
watchtower from which Odin surveyed the world; Bifrost, the rainbow by which warriors 
nobly slain in battle entered Valhalla; Idavold, their field of combat in preparation for the 
final battle, on the plain of Vigrid, against the gods, monsters and giants who would finally 
destroy the Æsirs, an event to be followed, after a terrible, protracted winter, by the creation 
of a new world; Frigga and Balder, Odin�s wife and son.  The myth had attractions for those 
who saw nineteenth-century Norway as the brave new world emerging from the ruins of its 
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heroic medieval past and the centuries-long national torpor under Danish rule; Bragi, the 
god of poetry and Hermod, conductors of the dead; Freia, goddess of love and pleasure; 
Folkvang, her palace; Hagbard and Signe, victims of a Romeo and Juliet type tragedy.  
�hlensläger himself had written a play on the theme; Urd, Værandi, Skulda, three fate-like 
beings standing respectively for Past, Present and Future; Haakon the Good (here translated 
as Holy), a tenth-century king credited with having attempted to Christianise Norway; 
Starkodder, the name of both a mythical figure and the slayer of Haakon. 
 
 

IN THE NIGHT 
 
    Nature in night doth nestle 
    Enwrapped in oblivion�s dream, 
    The soul then prepares its vessel 
    To voyage on Memory�s stream; � 
    Is borne in a silence sad 
    Past shores that are flower-clad 
    Yonder where sighing billows 
    Lurk under shadowing willows. 
 
    See, a consoler is climbing, 
    Kindly of mien, aboard, 
    Familiar voices start chiming 
    A melting minor chord; 
    Its soothing harmony  
    Wafts o�er the soul of me, � 
    So greet as old friends the fair-seeming 
    Visions so wistfully dreaming! 
 
    Stir not the phosphorescent  
    Waves of recall with Life�s gust,� 
    Truly one thought of the present 
    Shatters my world to dust! 
    Remembrance�s violet that shows 
    In twilight, by day will close,� 
    Ah, but unfolds again, sprightly, 
    Under the stars twinkling brightly. 
 
    So gently, my soul, go gliding 
    Onward for Memory�s shore,� 
    There, in night�s calm abiding, 
    Free to wreath blooms of yore!� 
    What bliss in the dream to extend 
    Each memory a welcome as friend; 

  � Yes bliss, led by yearning�s devotion 
  To venture Remembrance�s ocean! � 
 

One of the six poems sent to Clara Ebbell in 1850. 
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MOONLIGHT MOOD 
 
   Wanly shines the moon�s faint light 
   In the silent winter night,� 
   Would it could as long and sweetly 
   Penetrate heart�s night so meetly! 
 
   Would its silver gleam might peer 
   Softly, gently down as here, 
   Pacify the mind that�s fretful, 
   Render Memory forgetful! 
 
   Moon, I thank thee for this peace 
   That has made my soul its dwelling! 
   For the balm�s so-brief perfection! 
 
   Oh, but should this calm not cease 
   To reside, � `twould mean my quelling 
   Heart�s most treasured recollection! � 
 
 

MOONLIGHT STROLL AFTER A BALL 
(Written at the request of Sophie Holst, Catherine and Martine) 

 
 Hush, how silent! � from the ballroom no more sound of merry-making, 
 Not a voice, no note of music through the night-time stillness breaking. 
 
 In the west the moon will shortly send its final glances sweeping 
 O�er the earth that dreams oblivious, �neath the snow�s white lilies sleeping. 
 
 The ball is over; but in fancy still I see amid the whitely 
 Figures gliding, inter-weaving in the dance, a sylph that�s spritely! 
 
 Swiftly sets the moon, and I shall rest in slumber�s arms at leisure, 
 Then, upon the dream�s flood faring, soul can glide with Memory�s treasure! 
 
The poem was sent to Sophie Holst shortly before Ibsen left for Christiania.  Sophie was the 
youthful aunt to Rikke Holst with whom Ibsen was later to fall in love. 
 

 
VOICES FROM THE FOREST 

(a fragment of a longer poem) 
 
  Do you not hear it, the mournful voice stealing 
  Hollowly there through the pines� brooding night? 
  Do you not recognise treasures aright, 
  Splendour our long-hallowed shade is concealing? 
  Pay you no heed to the voice meant to warn 
  When through the leafage it faintly comes drifting, 
  Does not the bard come, the overcast lifting, 
  Spreading the brightness, the solace of dawn? 
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  Long has our lay through the wood�s chamber faltered, 
  Faint as a zephyr it came and was gone, 
  O but the spell that had bound us worked on 
  Though generations and times may have altered; 
  Over this opulent Nature a-dream, 
  Murk of a spiritual gloom spread its pinion, � 
  Does not the bard come to end Night�s dominion, 
  Flooding the gloomiest scree with day�s gleam? 
 
  Shall not the lofty, the lovely conception 
  Nature has pleased to instil in our lays 
  Gush from our breast in that splendour�s bright rays 
  With a new-clarified strength of perception; 
  Shall not the folk then awake before long, 
  Seize on our lay as a conscious possession, 
  Construe in myriad ways its expression, 
  Dignified, cleansed by the ring of the song? 
        Brynjolf Bjarme 
 
Probably composed during the summer of 1849.  Nothing is known of the �longer poem�.    
 

 
Ibsen left Grimstad for Christiania on 13th April 1850. 
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